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We report that the spontaneous light emission from free electrons can be resonantly enhanced via proximity 
interactions with photonic meta-surfaces in much the same way as spontaneous emission from atomic electrons 
is enhanced by placing them in resonant cavities. 
 Atomic electrons in vacuum undergo spontaneous emission as they transition from excited states to lower 
energy states, and it is well-established that the transition rate can be suppressed or enhanced through the 
introduction of mirrors or cavities – a phenomenon known as the Purcell effect. Free electrons moving in 
vacuum can also radiate by spontaneous emission, though only in the vicinity of a slow-wave medium, whereby 
Čerenkov radiation is produced, or in close proximity to an optical inhomogeneity via which so-called 
diffraction or Smith-Purcell radiation is generated. Here, we demonstrate that this free-electron spontaneous 
emission can also be resonantly enhanced: Gold nano-slit arrays supporting resonances dependent on slit length 
are employed, resulting in resonant enhancement of Smith-Purcell emission relative to the levels generated by 
standard diffraction gratings.  
Fig. 1 (a) Scanning electron microscope image of a gold-coated tapered optical fibre probe tip patterned with four 
nano-slit arrays and a reference grating, all with a 260 nm period in the electron propagation direction [inset scale 
bars = 500 nm; slit lengths as per legend of panel (b)]. (b) Spectral dispersion of emission enhancement by nano-slit 
arrays with a selection of slit lengths [as labelled] relative to reference grating emission. 
 
Momentum conservation in the Smith-Purcell emission configuration is satisfied by providing appropriate 
structural periodicity in the propagation direction of moving free electrons. In the present study this period is set 
to d = 260 nm, such that electron energies in the 22 - 45 keV range stimulates light emission in the surface-
normal direction at wavelengths between 914 and 660 nm. Four nano-slit arrays and a reference grating (all of 
period d) are manufactured by focused ion beam milling in a 50 nm gold film deposited on the conically profiled 
tip of a single-mode optical fibre (Fig. 1a). The nano-slits, resonant with an electric field polarization 
perpendicular to their long axes, are engineered, with lengths s from 114 to 192 nm, to provide resonances in the 
750 - 900 nm wavelength range. The end facet of the fibre is aligned parallel to the electron beam trajectory in a 
scanning electron microscope and the light generated via its interaction with the nanostructures collected via the 
fibre for spectroscopic analysis.  
The excitation of Smith-Purcell radiation by the nano-slit arrays and the reference grating is verified via the 
dependence of emission wavelength on electron-energy, i.e. matching to thoeretical wavelengths for the 
sturctural period d. The effect of the meta-surface resonances is illustrated in Fig. 1b, where the spectral 
dispersion of emission enhancement (relative to the grating emission) is presented for the four arrays. The 
enhancement factor is maximized in each case around the meta-surface resonance. A peak enhancement factor of 
3.2 is observed for the s = 114 nm slits array at an electron energy of 32 keV, but this may be increased further 
through optimization of the meta-surface design. 
The finding that planar structures as opposed to bulk cavities can provide Purcell enhancement offers 
promise for the realization of compact free-electron-driven light sources. Results from meta-surfaces with more 
complex unit-cell geometries, e.g. asymmetric split ring resonators, will also be discussed. 
